
Motor yacht ILLUSION V
Enjoy the holiday of a lifetime exploring the Exumas on board the luxury charteryacht ILLUSION V, a majestic 190ft (58m) Benetti superyacht.

The epitome of the expression "barefoot luxury", ILLUSION V transports luxury charter
yacht guests to the idyllic azure paradise that is the island group known as the Exumas
– an exotic water wonderland comprising 365 cays.



The vacation of a lifetime aboard ILLUSION V is well within your grasp, now offering a
unique five-day, all-inclusive package to discover the best of the Exumas.



With supremely spacious accommodation for 12 guests in six staterooms: three double,
three twin and one convertible, ILLUSION V caters to extended families and groups with
ease.

The full-beam Master stateroom has its own relaxation area, large windows and ensuite
with carved marble sinks and onyx fittings. One highlight of the Master may go
unnoticed by her fortunate guests: there is absolutely no noise or vibration, as specified
by her owners. Benetti worked with a Danish company that specializes in noise
reduction to create a tranquil haven onboard.



The artfully designed interiors of ILLUSION V are the work of Green and Mingarelli,
combining details that convey the pinnacle of luxury, while being laidback and inviting.
Travertine, wood, parchment and several kinds of marble alternate with tactile material
such as stingray, coconut weave and mother of pearl. The inlaid Lalique crystal adds
yet another touch of elegance and luminescence and the ivory leather ceilings complete
the effect of space and light.

Throughout the vessel, indoors and out, customized LED illumination allows individually
control lighting to enhance the ambience, depending on the occasion.



In the main foyer, the majestic stairway connects the yacht's three decks, but ILLUSION
V is much more than a tri-deck marvel, boasting additional leisure spaces on her
sundeck and aft with an exceptional Beach Club with bar, lounges and shower –
separate from the laterally located tender garage, bursting with the latest watertoys, and
adding to the fun for the luxury charter yacht guest.



The Main Deck entertaining space is spacious and private thanks to seating backed by
raised storage units and a walkaround deck. The large C-shaped sofa has twin coffee
tables, comfortable lounge chairs and a bar. In the main saloon, there is a dining table
for 10, while the rest of the space is dedicated to entertainment and relaxation, with
three large sofas, low table and a retractable widescreen TV and an additional bar.
Ceiling height windows illuminate the room with natural light and offer excellent views.



On the open Upper deck, guests will enjoy superb views and informal dining, with a
table for up to 14 and a bar. Inside is the Upper Deck Saloon, ideal for enjoying music,
games and winding down after a fun day on the water. There is also a compact cinema,
which cleverly converts into an additional double cabin complete with ensuite, plus a
wine cellar and cigar humidor.



ILLUSION V's large Sun deck is the most popular area for guests seeking sunshine and
total relaxation. It boasts a large Jacuzzi, surrounded by sunpads and lounges, full bar
and barbecue grill. Another large dining table can be sheltered from the sun thanks to a
double sliding-doored veranda, while still gracing guests with view to the sky and stars
at night through the wonderful skylight above.



For on-water activities, ILLUSION V comes equipped with a large 9.5m Novurania RIB
Tender with twin 250hp Yamaha engines, plus additional 7.5m Dariel Jet tender to pull
waterskis and inflatable toys. Guests can try their hand at the incredible Jetovato,
Flyboard or SeaDoo RXP-X 260, or dive to depths on three Jet ACS SeaBobs.

For the kids, there's a 6m inflatable slide, pyramid with slide, Aquaglide Airport Lounge
and Splash Mat and all the gear to make your Bahamas charter memorable for a
lifetime: kayaks, stand up paddleboards, water-skis, wakeboards, scuba diving and
snorkel equipment, fishing gear and more!



For the fitness fanatics, or those wishing to try something new, ILLUSION V comes
complete with Ergo S Spin Bike, Skylon S Elliptical Cross Trainer, TRX kit, yoga mats
and free weights.

For the connoisseur, your every whim is well catered to with your onboard Chef and
commercial galley comparable with the world's best five star kitchens.

Captain Toby Boone leads a team of 13 professional crew aboard ILLUSION V, all
highly




